Acrylamide alters neurotransmitter induced calcium responses in murine ESC-derived and primary neurons
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ABSTRACT

Stem cell derived specialized cell types are of interest as an alternative cell system to identify and research neurotoxic effects and modes of action. Developmental toxicity may be studied during differentiation, while organ specific toxicity may be assessed in fully functional cells, such as neurons. In this study we tested if fully differentiated neurons derived from murine embryonic stem cells (ESCN) could be used to investigate the effects of the well characterized neurotoxic model compound acrylamide (ACR) and if ESCN behave similar to murine primary cortical neurons (pCN) from 16 days old embryos. We characterized the differentiation process of cryopreserved ESC derived neural precursor cells (NPC) differentiating to ESCN. During the differentiation process (days 11–20) a strong increase in calcium responses to glutamate, acetylcholine and GABA were observed. Moreover, neuron specific marker proteins, β III tubulin, MAP2, Tau, Rbfox3 and synaptophysin showed similar patterns to pCN. In ESCN and pCN the neuronal structure, e.g. neurites, was not affected by low concentrations of ACR [0.5 1.6 mM]. However, 24 h incubation periods with 0.5 1.6 mM ACR led to a reduction of acetylcholine and glutamate induced calcium responses. In conclusion, we show that non cytotoxic concentrations of ACR alter neurotransmission in ESCN as well as pCN.

1. Introduction

Recent papers in stem cell biotechnology (Brustle, 2013; Lancaster et al., 2013) have shown that properties of some relatively complex human tissues can be investigated in in vitro models. For example, cerebral organoids derived from human pluripotent stem cells have been developed to investigate microcephaly, a neurodegenerative disorder (Lancaster et al., 2013). Cellular test systems have been established (Krug et al., 2013a,b) in order to identify molecular pathways underlying toxic events (Collins et al., 2008; Leist et al., 2008b) in different target organs (e.g. liver, brain, etc.). With in vivo testing an exceedingly high number of animals would be needed to test all major chemicals for safety. Therefore, the new NRC strategy suggests to rather identify pathways of toxicity and mechanisms of actions of toxicants in vitro and then to extrapolate the data to the human situation. For instance, many toxic effects relevant for the action of chemicals on the developing brain can be observed and quantified in in vitro systems. This can be achieved using stem cells differentiating towards neuronal cells (van Thriel et al., 2012; Kadereit et al., 2012). A specific advantage of these stem cell derived in vitro systems is, that large cell batches can be distributed between different research groups and reduce inter laboratory variability. These are also good conditions for high throughput methods.

The nervous system has a special relevance in toxicity testing (van Thriel et al., 2012). Neurons are particularly susceptible to toxins due to their constitution and architecture. They have long
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processes axons and dendrites, collectively termed neurites which innervate the whole body and possess numerous branches. Moreover, they transmit information as electrical signals that are transformed into chemical signals at the synapses. With this unique connectivity they form huge networks characterized by activity dependent dynamics as well as inhibitory and excitatory pathways (e.g. Bear et al., 2008; Kandel et al., 2000). All these features render the neuronal network a complex system, vulnerable to toxic events. Accordingly, neurotoxicity testing is an important aspect for human risk assessment (Rohlman et al., 2008).

In addition to their use in clinical and basic research, stem cell derived neurons are a good alternative system to assess neurotoxic effects and modes of action (Klemm and Schnittchen, 2004). Due to their potential to differentiate, embryonic stem cells (ESC) provide unlimited access to all cell types of the body, and they offer the possibility to observe toxic effects during development (Leist et al., 2008a). Different cell systems are already used to investigate the differentiation and maturation of neurons, and possible factors disturbing these processes, for example neurotoxins (e.g. Fritsche et al., 2005; Gassmann et al., 2010; Huang and Schneider, 2004; Tamm et al., 2006; Tateno et al., 2004; Zimmer et al., 2011, 2012). Up to now, these cell systems have hardly been used to analyze toxic effects on fully differentiated neurons, yet (Visan et al., 2012; Zeng et al., 2006); especially not, when toxins affect neuronal function. Such effects have been demonstrated using electrophysiological methods in cultures of primary neurons from rodents (DeFranchi et al., 2011; Stett et al., 2003; van Vliet et al., 2007). Due to the extensive use of functional primary neuronal cells from rodent species in neurotoxicology (Howard et al., 2005; Schmuck and Schluter, 1996) we therefore wanted to characterize fully differentiated mouse embryonic stem cell derived neurons (ESCn) of the CGR8 line and assess their suitability for functional neurotoxicity testing in comparison to murine primary cortical neurons (pCN). For this comparison acrylamide (ACR) was used as a positive control compound. ACR is a water soluble monomer, which can be found in food, tobacco smoke (Tareke et al., 2000) and is widely used occupationally, for example in the production of plastics and cosmetics, in wastewater treatment or as a soil conditioner (Friedman, 2003). ACR is a neurotoxin and leads to peripheral and central neuropathies and the degeneration of neurites (Spencer and Schaumburg, 1975; Suzuki and Pfaff, 1973). While many studies have shown an impairment of the neuronal structure, there is also some evidence that ACR may disturb the neuronal function, too: In 1956 Crofton et al. observed an impaired motor activity in rats already 2 h after ACR exposure without any neuropathological damage. Tunnel workers, exposed to ACR, showed disturbed neuronal function, but no effects on structural integrity of the nervous system (Goffeng et al., 2008). Recently, the affinity of ACR to cysteine thiolate groups located in active sites of synaptic compartments has been discussed as molecular mechanism of ACR neurotoxicity (LoPachin and Gavin, 2012). These findings and mechanistic considerations of Goffeng, Crofton and colleagues led us to the hypothesis that an acute exposure to low concentrations of ACR rather impairs neuronal function than neuronal structure. To test this hypothesis we analyzed changes of intracellular calcium in response to different neurotransmitters (NT) utilizing both cell types, ESCn and pCN. Here, we report that short term ACR exposure indeed reduces mean response amplitudes of different NT. Similar results were obtained for ESCn and pCN.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Dissection and culture of primary cortical neurons

All experiments were conducted in accordance with national laws for the use of animals in research and approved by the local ethical committee. Isolation of pCN from C57BL/6N mice at embryonic day 16 was conducted as described in Dinh et al. (2013; see suppl. material). After removing the meninges, cortices were minced and transferred to fresh HBSS buffer with 0.125% trypsin (PANBiotech) and incubated for 10 min at 37 °C. After adding 0.25 mg/ml soybean trypsin inhibitor (Life Technologies) and 0.01% DNase (Sigma Aldrich), cortices were triturated with three fire polished Pasteur pipettes 15 20 times with decreasing tip diameters. Subsequently, cells were centrifuged (200 g for 5 min) and the cell pellet was resuspended in Neurobasal medium (Life Technologies) containing 1× B 27 serum free supplement (Life Technologies), 0.1% Gentamycin (PANBiotech) and 0.5 mM stabi lized Glutamine (PANBiotech). pCN were plated at a density of 60,000 cells/cm² on 0.01% poly l lysine (Sigma) coated surfaces and cultivated at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Half of the medium was changed every fourth day. For toxicity tests pCN were analyzed after 4 days in vitro (DIV 4). On that day pCN were still able to respond to GABA in calcium imaging experiments and were more comparable to ESCn.

2.2. Culture and differentiation of murine CGR8 stem cells

For culture of CGR8 cells only plastic ware with Nuncolon Delta (Nunc) surface or HCl etched glass was used for enhanced cell attachment. Incubation of glass with HCl removed any organic residues for a better binding of poly l lysine or poly l ornithin. Undifferentiated pluripotent stem cells of the murine ESC line CGR8 were routinely cultured in Glasgow’s modified Eagles medium (GMEM), supplemented with 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS; PAA), 2 mM stabilized glutamine, 100 mM nonessential amino acids, 50 mM β mercaptoethanol (Life Technologies), 2 mM sodium pyruvate and 1,000 U/ml leukemia inhibitory factor (Chemicon) on 0.1% gelatine at 37 °C and 5% CO2 as described in Zimmerman et al. (2011). To start the differentiation process towards neuronal lineage, the medium was changed to N2/B 27 medium (DMEM/F 12:Neurobasal 1:1, 0.5× N2, 0.5× B 27 (Life Technologies), 0.05 mg/ml BSA (Calbiochem), 2 mM stabilized glutamine, 0.75 μl/ml insulin (9.5.10.5 mg/ml, Sigma Aldrich), 0.1 mM β mercaptoethanol (Ying and Smith, 2003), and cells were replated on gelatine coated surfaces at 10⁶ cells/cm². After seven days of differentiation (DoD7) cells were harvested and frozen in liquid nitrogen for shipment to IFAO. For further differentiation, cells were quickly thawed in a 37 °C water bath, transferred into fresh N2/B 27 medium, and after centrifugation at 300 g for 3 min, plated on poly l ornithin/ laminin (10 μg/ml each, Sigma Aldrich) coated surfaces at 15,000 cells/cm². First exchange of medium was performed after 3 days and subsequently every other day. In the following, we use the abbreviation NPC (neural precursor cells) for differentiating cells from DoD7 until DoD19 and ESCn for fully differentiated embryonic stem cell derived neurons at DoD20. After this day there was no further change detectable with respect to the protein and mRNA analysis of neuronal markers of Zimmerman et al. (2011).

2.3. Immunofluorescence

For immunocytochemistry NPC and pCN were plated on poly l. ornithin/laminin or poly l. lysine coated 14 mm, HCl etched glass coverslips, respectively. Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Roti Histofix, Carl Roth) for 15 min followed by permeabi lization of cell membranes for 10 min with 0.1% Triton X 100 in PBS (phosphate buffered saline). Nonspecific binding sites were blocked with 5% normal donkey serum (dianova) in PBS for 1 h. Fixed cells were incubated with primary antibodies for 2 h at room temperature; polyclonal rabbit anti β III tubulin (Cov ance, 1:2,000), monoclonal mouse anti nestin (Millipore, 1:100),
monoclonal mouse anti Rbfox3 (Millipore, 1:200), monoclonal mouse anti synaptophysin (Santa Cruz, 1:100), polyclonal rabbit anti Tau (abcam, 1:200) and polyclonal chicken anti MAP2 (abcam, 1:200). After the following incubation with fluorochrome labeled secondary antibodies for 30 min (donkey anti chicken IgG Cy3, donkey anti rabbit IgG DyLight 488, donkey anti mouse IgG Cy 3, 1:500, diavono), nuclei were stained with DAPI (4‘, 6 diamidino 2 phenylindole. Life Technologies) for 30 min. Cover slips were mounted to microscopic slides with FluorPreserve™ Reagent (Calbiochem). Immunostainings were analyzed with a Leica DMI 6000 B microscope, a monochrome CCD camera DFC 360 FX and Leica LAS AF 600 Software with identical settings for both cell types.

2.4. Cell viability assay

To assess cytotoxic concentrations of ACR cells were grown on 24 well plastic plates and treated with different concentrations of the toxin. After 24 h cell viability was determined using the CellTiter Blue® Cell Viability Assay (Promega) according to the manual: 2 h (ESC) or 4 h (pCN) before the end of exposure, cells were incubated along with 1/5 of the CellTiter Blue® compound at 37 °C. Subsequently, 100 µl media of each well were transferred to a black 96 well plate to measure fluorescence. Fluorometric analysis involved excitation at 540 nm and emission detection at 595 nm with an Infinite 200Pro analyzer (Tecan).

2.5. Quantification of neurite area

Neurite area was measured as previously described in Stiegl er et al. (2011) with minor changes as detailed below: NPC and pCN were fixed and immunostained for β III tubulin (Tubb3) and Rbfox3 as described under “Immunofluorescence”. After staining, 1 ml PBS was filled into each well (24 well plate format), and an Array Scan VI HCS Reader (Cellomics) equipped with a Hamamatsu ORCA ER camera was used to image the plates. Five fields per well were imaged in two channels using a 10× objective (2 × 2 pixel binning). Excitation/emission wave lengths of 365 ± 50 nm/535 ± 45 nm were used to detect Rbfox3 in channel 1 and 474 ± 40 nm/535 ± 45 nm to detect Tubb3 in channel 2. Neuronal nuclei were identified by Rbfox3 staining as objects in channel 1 according to their size, area, shape, and intensity. The nuclear outlines were expanded in each direction, to define a virtual cell soma area (VCSA). All Tubb3 positive pixels of the field were defined as neuronal cellular structures (NCS). In an automatic calculation, the VCSAs, defined in the Rbfox3 channel, were used as a filter in the Tubb3 channel and subtracted from the NCS. The remaining pixels (NCS VCSA) in the Tubb3 channel were defined as neurite area. NPC and pCN were incubated with different concentrations of ACR on DoD19 or after 3 days in vitro, respectively. The effects on neurites were observed by measuring the neurite area after 24 and 48 h of exposure. By marking only neuronal nuclei with anti Rbfox3 antibody and neuronal cell bodies and neurites with anti Tubb3, we excluded non neuronal cells from neurite quantification measurements. Two independent experiments were performed with four replicates each with ESCN and 3 independent experiments with 4 replicates each with pCN.

2.6. Calcium imaging

Calcium plays an important role in the process of neurotransmission and can be visualized using the calcium imaging technique (Gryniewicz et al., 1985). Cells were cultivated on HCl etched 14 mm coated glass cover slips in 24 well plates. At certain time points of differentiation or exposure, 3 µM Fura 2 AM (Tocris) were added to the culture medium and cells were incubated for 45 min at 37 °C and 5% CO₂. After washing with extracellular buffer (140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl₂, 1 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, osmolarity: 290 320 mosmol/l) cover slips were transferred to the imaging chamber with extracellular buffer. Cells were imaged after 10 min to allow removal of intracellular acetoxymethyl groups. For functional characterization live cell video microscopy was performed on an inverted microscope (Olympus IX81). For intermittent excitation with light of 340 and 380 nm (50 ms each) a Xenon arc lamp was used together with a filter wheel (MT 10) and images were taken with a monochrome charged coupled device (CCD) camera (Hamamatsu, Mega View) and Cell®R software. Relative changes of intracellular calcium concentrations ([Ca²⁺]i) were calculated as a ratio of the emitted light (510 nm) of both excitation wavelengths (f 340/380). During the experiment, cells were constantly superfused with extracellular buffer using an 8 in 1 perfusion system (Harvard Apparatus), with 8 independent reservoirs for test solutions. NT were applied in randomized protocols to reduce the impact of repeated stimulation of the same cells for 5 s with a concentration of 100 µM each. At the end of each measurement a 5 s stimulus with high potassium buffer (10 mM NaCl, 45 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl₂, 1 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, osmolarity: 290 320 mosmol/l) was given to verify the viability of the cells and to identify neurons as only the activation of voltage gated potassium channels of healthy neurons leads to an increase of [Ca²⁺]. The increase of [Ca²⁺], was defined as a response when the amplitude (maximum ratio after stimulation minus baseline) was higher than the mean of the baseline + 4 × the standard deviation of the baseline. Only cells that responded to high KCl buffer stimulation were used for data analysis and the mean amplitude of all responding cells was calculated. Functionality of NPC and ESCN was assessed in three independent experiments with three technical replicates per experiment. DoD11, DoD15, DoD18 and DoD20 were analyzed, respectively. Toxicity tests were performed using a Leica DMI 6000 microscope as described above. Therefore, NPC and pCN were incubated with different ACR concentrations for 24 h on DoD19 or after 3 days in vitro, respectively, and stimulated for 5 s in randomized protocols with Glu (50 µM), acetylcholine (ACh, 100 µM) and GABA (50 µM) as well as high KCl buffer at the end of each measurement to identify viable neuronal cells.

2.7. Statistics

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Version 21 (IBM Corp.) and Prism 5 (GraphPad Software). General (GLM) or generalized linear models (GENLIN) were used to analyze the effect of the applied concentrations and stability of possible effects across the biological replicates. The concentration was treated as fixed effect while the replicates were treated as random effects. According to the levels of measurement F or Wald Chi² values were used to determine the significance of the treatment effect (overall effect). To account for different variances in the different treatment groups Dunnett T3 post hoc tests were used to compare the respective control condition with the various ACR concentrations. Pairwise comparisons to the control condition using the Wald type 95% confidence interval were used to identify significant differences for the number of responders (binary variable). Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05 and multiple comparisons were adjusted by Bonferroni correction. The EC₅₀ values and their 95% confidence intervals were calculated by fitting symmetrical sigmoidal functions to the normalized data (i.e. expressed as percentage of controls). In the text “n” means the number of biological replicates that contained several technical replicates.
3. Results

3.1. Similar marker expression by ESCN and pCN

During the course of differentiation NPC were stained with different neuron specific antibodies and compared to pCN (Fig. 1A). The cellular distribution and fluorescence levels of the marker proteins found on DoD20 in ESCN were very similar to that of pCN at 4 days in vitro. At DoD11 NPC were positive for β III tubulin (Tubb3) and nestin. At DoD20 the number of Tubb3 positive cells increased and nestin positive cells were still present but with weaker fluorescence. Some cells with DAPI positive nuclei showed neither

Fig. 1. Structural characterization of NPC and ESCN in comparison to mouse pCN. For analysis of the neural character of NPC and ESCN immunostainings of these cells at different DoD were compared to those of pCN at DIV 4 and pictures were taken with the same settings. The starting population (NPC) was negative for most neuronal marker proteins. The ESCN, resulting from a 20 day differentiation process were positive for Tubb3, Rbfox3, Tau, MAP2, Syp and weakly for nestin and comparable to pCN. Boxes indicate axon-like structures with weak or no MAP2, but a strong Tau signal (A). These structures are magnified in B: single channels of the ESCN neurite are shown on the left those of the pCN neurite on the right.
3.2. NPC and ESCN respond to various NT

Clear differentiation associated increases in the number of responding cells and mean response amplitudes were obtained for Glu, ACh and GABA (Fig. 2). When the cells were stimulated with Glu on DoD11, 67% (46/56 cells) showed a response to this stimulus. The number of responding cells increased significantly until DoD20 to 100% (286/286 cells). In the beginning of the differentiation process (DoD11) we found no cell being activated by a serotonin nor a dopamine stimulus and 0.8% (1/56 cells) by ATP. During the following days these percentages did not change significantly. However, slight increases were found for these three NT. At DoD11 we observed that 39% (31/56 cells) of the cells responded with an increase in [Ca^{2+}]_i when applying GABA. The number of these cells increased significantly at DoD18 with 82% (153/183 cells) and DoD20 with 86% (250/286 cells). Also the relative response amplitudes for Glu, ACh and GABA increased significantly during differentiation: After a Glu stimulus the mean amplitude increased significantly from 0.07 ± 0.03 at DoD11 to 0.32 ± 0.04 at DoD20. ACh evoked a mean amplitude of 0.03 ± 0.01 at DoD11 and one of 0.08 ± 0.02 at DoD20. After a GABA stimulus the mean amplitude at DoD11 reached 0.02 ± 0.004 and was significantly higher at DoD18 (0.08 ± 0.01) and DoD20 (0.10 ± 0.03). We could not observe any significant difference in the mean amplitude for ATP, dopamine or serotonin. Representative response curves of NPC on different DoD and ESCN are shown with two exemplary traces each (Fig. 3A). These traces illustrate the increase in the response peaks with proceeding differentiation. Single trace analysis also shows that response behaviors of different cells varied (Fig. 3A).

3.3. Cytotoxicity and neurite degeneration by exposure to ACR in ESCN and pCN

After 24 h ACR exposure the cell viability assay revealed an EC_{50} of 5.7 mM (CI: 4.9–6.4 mM) for pCN. The lowest ACR concentration with a significant effect on cell viability in pCN was 1.6 mM. Here the cell viability was reduced to 80% compared to the control condition (p = 0.02). In ESCN an EC_{50} of 7.6 mM (CI: 3.7–11.5 mM) was observed and none of the investigated concentrations had a significant effect on cell viability. The highest concentration of

---

**Fig. 2.** Functional characterizations of NPC/ESCN. Cells were stimulated – in randomized protocols – for 5 s with different NT (100 μM) in calcium imaging experiments to investigate functional excitability. At the end of each measurement a 5 s KCl stimulus was given to demonstrate viability of the cells and to identify neuronal cell types. The number of responding cells (A) and response amplitudes (B) of n = 3 (3 replicates each) are shown as mean ± SEM. (number of cells analyzed: DoD11 = 56, DoD15 = 173, DoD18 = 183, DoD20 = 286; **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001, Dunnett-T3 post-hoc tests).

**Fig. 3.** Response behavior of NPC/ESCN after stimulation with NT. Cells were stimulated for 5 s with different NT (100 μM) in calcium imaging experiments. The order of stimuli was randomized. At the end of each measurement a 5 s KCl stimulus was applied to identify neuronal cells and to test viability of the cells. Exemplary traces of two single cells per DoD illustrate different response behaviors and responses of these cells to different stimuli (A). False color images of resting (left) and stimulated (right) ESCN. Blue color indicates a low [Ca^{2+}], and pink a high [Ca^{2+}] (B).
5 mM induced a reduction to 85% by trend. First significant effects on neurite area were observed when ESCN or pCN were exposed to 5 mM ACR for 48 h. Compared to the control condition, the neurite area of ESCN decreased by 80% after 48 h of ACR incubation (Fig. 4A). When pCN were incubated along with 5 mM ACR for 48 h the neurite area was reduced by 69% (Fig. 4B). There was no significant effect after 24 h ACR exposure. However, the neurite area of ESCN was reduced after incubation with 5 mM by a clear trend.

3.4. ACR incubation alters NT response behavior in ESCN and pCN

Because NPC/ESCN responded to a broad spectrum of NT we asked whether this cell type could be used to explore the effects of ACR on NT induced calcium responses as an indicator of neurotransmission. We found that ACR affected the response amplitude at the lowest concentration of 0.5 mM. Similar effects of ACR were observed for both cell types with the strongest influence for Glu. We could not detect any significant difference in the number of responding ESCN, except for 5 mM ACR. Here, a clear decline in the number of responding cells for ACh (from 78 to 26% responding cells; Fig. 5A) and GABA stimuli (from 85 to 45% responding cells; Fig. 5B) was observed. The number of GABA responsive pCN reduced to 23% (Fig. 5D) after incubation with 5 mM ACR. A decrease to 54% Glu responsive cells was observed after exposure to 5 mM ACR in pCN, and to 67% after exposure to 1.6 mM ACR (Fig. 5E). ACh was not investigated in pCN as this cell type is not responsive to ACh due to its cortical origin. The basal calcium level of both cell types was not affected by all concentrations of ACR (Fig. 5F and G). After ACR exposure the mean amplitudes of ESCN for ACh and Glu stimuli were significantly decreased in a concentration dependent manner (Fig. 6A and C): at 0.5 mM ACR the ACh amplitude was reduced to 71%, at 1.6 mM to 57% and at 5 mM ACR to 26% of the control condition. The Glu induced response amplitudes were decreased by 66% after incubation with 0.5 mM ACR, to 62% with 1.6 mM and to 47% with 5 mM ACR (Fig. 6B). The exposure with 1.6 mM ACR led to a reduction of the mean amplitude to 67% after a KCl stimulus and with 5 mM ACR to 59% (Fig. 6D). There was no significant change in the KCl induced mean amplitude after incubation with 0.5 mM ACR. Stimulating the ESCN with GABA after exposure to 0.5 mM ACR led to a 59% higher mean response amplitude compared to the control cells. In pCN we observed a concentration dependent reduction of Glu and KCl induced mean amplitudes (Fig. 6F and G): after exposure to 0.5 mM ACR the mean Glu evoked amplitude was decreased to 71%, after exposure to 1.6 mM to 53% and after exposure to 5 mM to 26% in comparison to the control cells. The KCl induced mean amplitude was decreased to 81% after incubation with 0.5 mM ACR, to 65% (p < 0.001) after incubation with 1.6 mM and to 30% after incubation with 5 mM ACR. When pCN were incubated with 5 mM ACR the mean amplitude induced by GABA was decreased to 30%. A 26% increase of the mean GABA induced response amplitude after exposure to 0.5 mM ACR, as observed with ESCN, could be detected with pCN by trend. An acute exposure to ACR itself did not change [Ca²⁺] (Fig. 6H).

4. Discussion

Recently a mouse ESC based in vitro system has been established that allows differentiation to neuronal cells (ESCN) (Zimmer et al., 2011). ESCN have been shown to express neuron specific markers and to be electrophysiologically excitable. In the present study we demonstrate that ESCN gain neuronal function ality during the differentiation process. Moreover, we illustrate that ACR not only causes structural alterations, but decreases NT induced response amplitudes at even lower concentrations. Similar results were obtained for ESCN and pCN.
4.1. Immunostaining confirms similar marker localization in ESCN and pCN

Immunocytochemistry analysis clearly demonstrates that differentiated ESCN possess important characteristics of neurons. Compared to the pCN from mouse embryos the cellular distribution and appearance of these proteins were similar in the two investigated cell types. Rbfox3 is expressed exclusively in the nuclei of post mitotic neurons (Mullen et al., 1992) and signals of this marker could be detected in NPC and ESCN nuclei as well. Moreover, we found neurites with strong Tau and weak MAP2 signals in ESCN. In mature neurons MAP2 is absent in axons and located only somato dendritically, whereas Tau is mainly present in axons (Bernhardt and Matus, 1984; Binder et al., 1985; Dotti et al., 1987; Kosik and Finch, 1987; Mandell and Banker, 1995). In the developing neuron, Tau segregates into axons and MAP2 into dendrites right after axogenesis (Matus, 1990). Therefore, ESCN seem to be still in the process of axogenesis whereas pCN already finished this process. ESCN also express presynaptic structures as shown by the positive signal for Syp, a protein of presynaptic vesicles (Wiedenmann and Franke, 1985) and involved in calcium dependent NT release (Rehm et al., 1986). Besides neurons, there are also few non neuronal cells which were identified by their stained nuclei and being negative for any neuronal marker. Some of these cells were positive for nestin. Similar cell types could also be observed in pCN cultures. As nestin is also expressed in glial cells (Schmidt Kastner and Hempel, 2002), these findings are consistent with the results of Zimmer et al. (2011), who found astrocyte markers in NPC cultures, such as gfap and glutamine synthetase, as well as markers for a small subpopulation of cells showing smooth muscle features.

4.2. ESCN are functional neurons

ESCN express various functional NT receptors which mediate an increase in the membrane potential, as confirmed by specific stimulation in calcium imaging experiments. Across the course of differentiation the number of responding cells increased for most of the NT and also the mean amplitude increased over time. These results argue for an ongoing differentiation process towards
a neuronal phenotype. The NT serotonin and dopamine showed an excitatory effect in our experiments. This suggests that 5 HT3 and 5 HT2 receptors and those of the D1 family are expressed in NPC and ESCN because only these receptors evoke an excitatory receptor potential and an increase of $[Ca^{2+}]_{i}$ (Marc` et al., 1991; Nichols and Nichols, 2008; Undie and Friedman, 1990). Throughout the whole differentiation process also GABA stimulation showed a strong excitatory effect. Therefore, NPC and ESCN express GABA receptors that are the only GABA receptors accompanied with an altered chloride homeostasis during maturation leading to responses in calcium imaging experiments. This receptor has a depolarizing effect in cortical progenitors and immature neurons (Ben Ari, 2002; LoTurco et al., 1995) such as the pCN analyzed in this study. Thus, we suggest that our ESCN are a culture with cells of different maturation stages, similar to pCN.

The strongest increase in response amplitudes during the differentiation process was observed for Glu. Glu neurotransmission can be mediated by various receptor subtypes, including ionotropic NMDA, AMPA and kainate receptors as well as metabotropic Glu receptors (Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994). From a previous study it is known that ESCN express NMDA and AMPA receptors (Zimmer et al., 2011). However, which specific receptor subtype is responsible for the observed calcium response by Glu remains to be determined by specific inhibitors and protein expression analysis.

Cells used and measured in calcium imaging experiments represent a random sample of the entire NPC/ESCN culture. The observed culture sections were chosen due to the morphology of the cells, preferring neuronal phenotypes. According to single cell traces these sections usually contained cells of different differentiation stages, as not all response amplitudes, especially those to KCl and Glu, were equal. This observation is in line with the findings of the immunostaining experiments: at DoD20 we found fully differentiated neurons with strong Rbfox3 signals as well as cells that showed weaker Rbfox3 signals or that expressed Nestin along with Tubb3.

4.3. ACR impairs neuronal function after short term exposure

The most striking result of our experiments is that ACR at concentrations of 0.5 mM reduces the mean response amplitude of Glu induced increase of cytosolic calcium in ESCN and pCN. This reduction is not accompanied by a reduction of the fraction of responding cells. Recently, a mechanism has been discussed how chemical reactions with glutamatergic NMDA receptors may reduce their functionality. These results suggest that ACR might modulate the affinity of glutamatergic receptors towards their ligand especially at low concentrations when voltage gated potassium channels were not or less affected. ACR has an electrophilic double bond (Friedman, 2003). It has been suggested that it forms covalent bonds with soft nucleophiles (e.g. SH of cysteine) in synaptic compartments (LoPachin and Gavin, 2012). This interaction is well documented for NO (LoPachin and Barber, 2006). Therefore, ACR may, similarly to the physiological NO, also bind to cysteine residues (e.g. Cys 79 and Cys 208 at the NR1 receptor subunit). In contrast to NO, binding by ACR may be irreversible, thereby decreasing the affinity to the ligand. Further experiments should elucidate this mode of action.

There is already convincing evidence from in vivo studies in rats and humans that ACR impairs neuronal function (Crofton et al., 1996; Goffeng et al., 2008). However, the effects of this neurotoxin on NT receptors in neurons have not yet been studied. Research on ACR and its effects on neuronal function are based on ligand binding assays or the secretion and re uptake of NT (Agrawal et al., 1981; Bondy et al., 1981; LoPachin et al., 2004). Moreover, Nordin Andersson et al. (2003) reported increased ACh evoked, IP$_3$ mediated response amplitudes in human SH SY5Y neuroblastoma cells after 72 h ACR exposure. They suggested that an ACR induced increased basal $[Ca^{2+}]_{i}$, resulted in an elevated uptake of Ca$^{2+}$ into intracellular stores which in turn led to increased amplitudes. In our study we could not observe this elevation of basal Ca$^{2+}$ levels and detected a concentration dependent decrease of ACh induced response amplitudes. A study of Lappe Siefke et al. (2009) reported an increase of GABA$_A$ receptors in Purkinje cells of mice with cerebellar ataxia together with an increased inhibitory postsynaptic current in these cells. ACR exposure causes cerebellar ataxia accompanied by an abnormal morphology of GABAergic Purkinje cells (Shi et al., 2012). This mode of action on GABAergic neurotransmission might be reflected in the increase of GABA evoked mean response amplitudes after incubation with 0.5 mM ACR and thus, the ESCNs might be a suitable in vitro system to follow this in vivo observation of Shi et al. (2012).

Compared to previous in vitro studies investigating the effects of ACR on neurites (Hardelauf et al., 2011; Martenson et al., 1995; Nordin Andersson et al., 1998, 2003) as an indicator of structural neurotoxicity, ESCN as well as pCN appear to be more resistant to ACR. Using the neuroblastoma cell line SH SY5Y, Hardelauf et al. (2011) reported that 1 mM ACR clearly compromised a network of neurites. Another study (Nordin Andersson et al., 2003) also investigated neurite degeneration in SH SY5Y cells and observed neurite degenerative effects already at 0.25 mM after 24 h. The higher cell density in the NPC/ESCN cultures as well as the heterogeneity with respect to the cell type might explain such differences. However, the relative resistance of ESCN to neurite effects of ACR agrees with data from pCN as well as from human LUHMES cells that also did not indicate specific neurite degeneration (Krug et al., 2013a,b). Both cell types pCN and ESCN showed similar results after exposure to ACR. ESCN may be a useful tool to analyze neurotoxic effects and may replace primary neurons in future experiments. ESCN are easy to differentiate and pre differentiated cells can be stored in large batches in liquid nitrogen and used for different experiments to reduce variance. ESCN provide a variety of neuron specific functions and therefore can be used to analyze a broad spectrum of effects.

5. Conclusion

In the present study we have shown that mouse ESCN have similar functional properties as pCN from 16 day old mouse embryos. Immunostaining illustrated also similar patterns of neuronal markers. A specific advantage of ESCN is that they can be established from cryopreserved precursor cells (NPC). Therefore, ESCN may be a good alternative cell system to primary neurons to study neurotoxic effects and effect modes in vitro.
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